
      ●First-time builders should seek advice from people having building

experience in order to assemble the model correctly and to produce its

      ●Assemble this kit only in places out of children’s reach!

      ●Take enough safety percautions prior to operating this model.

You are responsible for this model’s assembly and safe operation!

      ●Always keep this instruction manual ready at hand for quick

reference,even after completing the assembly.

CAUTION: This plane is not a toy!

Please read this manual in its entirety before attempting to
assemble the model.

Flying weight:3000g 

Radio:4channels 6servos 

Wing span: 62.2in/1580mm Wing area: 41sq.dm 

Length: 50.3in/1280mm 

performance to full extent . 

Engine:2cycle 60,4cycle 90 



Put the servo into the cutout, and pull the 

1 Glue the aileron. liner out from the hole.

2 Cut the servo holes on the back of the 
main wings.

3 Screw the hors onto the ailerons. Link the 
Connect the servo and servo liner. servos with L locks as shown.

Main Wing



4 Insert wings to the fuselage as shown.

1 Line the position, remove the cover, and 
glow the stabilizer to the fuselage.

1 Install the wheels as shown, and fasten 
them to the landing gear.

2 Glow the aileron of the stabilizer.

2 Screw the landing gear to the fuselage. 1 Line the position, remove the cover, and 
glow the rudder to the fuselage.

Landing gear

Stabilizer

Rudder



1 Cut the hole for the servo.

1 Screw the tailwheel on the fuselage.

2 Install the horn and the pushrod as shown.

3 Connect the servo and the horn as shown.

Tailwheel

Fuselage



4 Install rudder and elevator servo .

 

1 Make sign of the hole, and drill holes for 
the engine mount.

1 Install the fuel tank as shown.

Fuel tank

Engine



2 Screw the engine mount, and install the Connect the linkage servo and the engine 
engine as shown. with a pushrod as shown.

3 The length from the firewall to the top of 5 Screw the cowling with 4 bolts 
the engine should be 130mm. Factory mounted 4 nuts for 

canopy installation.

4 Install the linkage servo . 6 Movable canopy as shown.



1 Install motor as shown.

Motor

CG & Control Surface Movement



Another scheme for choice.
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Adjustment


